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"The psychology of motivation is tremendously
complex, and what has been unraveled with any decree
of assurance is small indeed. But the dismal ratio
of knowledge to speculation has not dampened the
enthusiasm for new forms of snake oil that are
constantly coming on the market, many of them with
academic testimonials."— Herzberr
Subject Area
iThe objective of this thesis is to propose a framework
within which motivational theory can be applied in an
organization.. It is not the intent of this work to add to the
speculation addressed by Herzber^ in the above quotation. This
2hapter commences with a discussion of motivation in an effort
to define the term; it is followed by an examination of the
objectives of the study; and the latter section of the chapter
deals with the applicable parameters of the analysis.
Paul T. Younp; offers a possible explanation for the
many so called "new forms of snake oil" when he describes in
Frederick Herzber^, "One i.ore Time: How Do You
Motivate Employees?" Harvard Business Review , Vol. XLII,
No. 1, ( January-Pebruary , 1968), p. 53.

what area the nsyehotechnolorists have addressed their attention:
j
In general, psycho-technologists have little
concern for the theory of motivation. Their
orientation is practical. The industrial
psychologist, for example, seeks to find a wape-
incentive system that yields optimal production
and high morale. Again, the educational
psychologist seeks a method of motivating Mary
and Johnnie so that they will study their
arithmetic lessons more effectively. To such
practically minded men the study of motivation
is important without regard to theoretical
considerations.
^
One ponders, then, if the psychotechnologist can rightly
be criticized for his pragmatic approach. The objectives of
this work will be discussed in more detail subsequently in this
chapter; but for the interim period, it will suffice to state
that the approach adhere! to will be practical, although not
narrowly technique oriented.
The logical progression in discussing the field of
motivation first demands a definition of the term. The word
motivation is derived from the Latin word movere which means
"to move". Motivation is the process or activity by which
movement is aroused or excited. The context in which the term
is generally employed would narrow itself down to one specific
type of movement—behavior. v
Young, however, saliently makes the following
observation
:
The study of motivation, however, is not
2 Paul T. foung, Motivation and Amotion: A Survey
of the Determinants of Human and Animal Activity (New York
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1961 ), p. 3.

restricted to the process of evoking behavior;
it includes an analysis of the conditions which_
sustain activity and which regulate and direct its
patterning. An' important problem, in the study of
motivation, is accounting for the purposiveness
of behavior.
^
'''here does it all start? The key word which should be
emphatically emphasized is action. Saul W. Gellerman stresses
that word when he discusses motivation, for it is with and
because of action that everything begins. In any undertaking
of human activity nothing of any consequence occurs until a
person desires to act.
Hhe shortcoming which must be avoided in defining and
examining the word motivation is stated succinctly by Young:
Motivation is a word that wears a halo. It
is like justice , democracy , freedom . Everybody
approves of it. Yet the^e is little agreement as
to 'what it means. Furthermore, the whole field of
motivational psychology is characterized by turmoil,
confusion and uncertainty.-5 s
Two main criteria which should most probably emerge or
be connected with any motivational definition would include the
energetic aspect, as well as the aspects of direction and
regulation.
Most of the reference to this point has solely related
to the individual. Robert Dubin, in his definition of
motivation, places it in a more proper setting as follows:
3 Ibid., p. 17.
(New York
p. 7.
4 Saul W. Gellerman, Motivation and Productivity
American Management Association, Inc., 1963),
'Young, Motivation and Emotion , p. xi

Motivation nay be defined as the complex of
forces starting and keeping a person at work in
an organization. To put it penerally, motivation
starts and maintains an- activity along a prescribed
line. Motivation is something that moves the person
to action, and continues him in the course of action
already initiated. ^urthermore-and this is important
—
motivation is part of an activity at work.
Clearly there are forces inside the person
starting and maintaining activity. Whether we call
them drives, instincts, wishes, or tension states, r
they can be described as mechanisms of the organism. . . .
i Once the individual is placed within the organizational
environment the definition takes on a much broader area for
consideration. The terms direction and regulation should be
referable to the word motivation in an organizational setting.
Dubin meets this requirement in an elaboration of his earlier
cited definition:
We must view motivation as some form of exchange
between the individual and his social environment.
The social environment gives to the individual sets
of preferences or values which constitute the goals
towards which the instinctual drives are expressed.
Furthermore, the social environment is the source of
norms of behavior which draw the line between good
and bad, right and wrong, legitimate and illegitimate.
The values and norms come from the social environment
and both are important guides for channeling the
inborn drives of the individual.
The other half of the exchange in the motivational
model is the degree to which the individual either
conforms to social expectations in his behavior, or
departs from these expectations.
Conforming behavior tends to support the
continued existence of the social system from which
the norms and values are secured; departures from
conformity may threaten the system. Thus, in
exchange for the received values and norms, the
individual gives back to the social system his
r
Robert Dubin, Human Relations in Administration
(2nd ed.; ^nglewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1961), p. 49.

loyalty and adherence in the form of meeting the
system's behavioral expectations.'
Douglas McGregor would probably portray the system in
a most appropriate way by referring to it as "transactional"
(influencing in a two-way nrocess).
For the purpose of this work, motivation will be viewed
as a complex process of stimulating action, sustaining the
activity in progress, and regulating the pattern of activity.
Also, in view of the "transactional" characteristic of the
motivational process, it should be viewed as an exchange between
the person and his social environment. This concept will be the
base or departure for a further understanding of the meaning of
motivation in organizations.
Objectives
The ubiquitous nature and scope of the field of
motivation presents an onerous challenge for a manager in an
organization as he faces the plethora of writings and research
findings. This range of theories and information is not only
broad and difficult to comprehend, but highly differentiated:
this leads to problems in application. Just gaining a meaningful
exposure to the mass of data would be a challenge in itself.
The manager, in reality, faces for all nractical matters an






Douglas McGregor, The Professional Kana,?er
,
ed. by
Caroline i-icG-regor and barren G. Bennis (New York: McGraw-
Hill, Inc., 1967), p . 15.

feemingly, would find themselves fully occupied: pity
the poor
femager.
Victor Vroom places" the issue in a realistic perspective
hen he states:
There would aoi^ear to be a pressing need for
some kind of organization and integration of
existing knowledge in the field of work and
motivation. A critical and comprehensive
examination of existing empirical evidence is
required to show us where we now stand in our
efforts to find principles and generalizations, g
and to indicate promising new avenues for research.
Vroom in his book, ufork and Motivation , undertook
that stupendous effort and achieved a high degree of success.
fortunately r unfortunately (depending on one's viewpoint) a
similar effort of that magnitude is well beyond the boundaries
of this paper.
The strategical approach of this work is similar to the
Congressional technique of dealing with the aids to calculation
in the federal budgetary process as described by Aaron Wildavsky.
Simplification of the complex process is the Key.
To deal with all the overwhelming multiplicity of data
is not the intention. The approach or objective is to deal with
the basic assumptions anri philosophies of management as the
foundation or framework within which motivational practices are
actuated. All techniques, tools, mechanisms, and motivational
9Victor H. Vroom, v'ork and Motivation (Mew York: John
Wiley ft Sons, Inc., 1964), p. 5.
10Aaron v'ildavsky, The Politics of the Budgetary
Process (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1964), p. 11
•

ctions have as their base the assumptions a manager makes
oncerning the nature o r nan (used here in the context of man and
he work environment being inextricably bound together). The
anapef is not onlv limited by the basic assumptions he makes,
ut his subsequent motivational strategies are only appropriate
s related to the validity of those basic assumptions.
McGregor emphasizes the importance of perceptions
these would be greatly influence by one's assumptions) relating
;o reality, as he infers that some common managerial perceptions
)f reality differ substantially from present day behavioral
science knowledge about reality in the following ways:
1. The nature of man.
2. How man is motivated.
3. The role of emotion in behavior.
1 1
4. The significance of man's social nature.
It is the intention of this thesis to establish a
framework within which motivational tools are applied via
managerial strategies in an organization. The point of
departure will be basic assumptions on the nature of man as will
be described in Chapter II of this work. Chapter III, using
Maslow's hierarchy of needs concept as a base, will show the
interrelationship of the various theories to the basic
assumptions. Chapter IV, using a case study as the vehicle for
discussion, will describe an actual application of the framework
proposed ani how it was successfully executed in a real life
1
1




To clarify the substance of the previous paragraph an
9xarnole will he utilized. Joseoh M. Scanlon, the developer of
the Scanlon Plan, was a practicing as well as academic
ontributor to the proposal that nan "the worker" could, through
1 2participative means, bring about organizational excellence.
The Scanlon Plan has as its framework the basic
assumption that people in the work environment are capable of
being mature adults in their relationships with each other, and
that the}/ are capable of self-direction, of self-discipline, and
1 3
self-control. The focal point to be emphasized is that the
motivational tools to be used in applying this plan to an
organization must be based on the framework or foundation of the
plan. Any manager who does not share the basic assumptions made
by Scanlon cannot effectively use that strategy.
McGregor sees this collaborative effort not as a
formula, program, or set of procedures, but as a way of
industrial life.
It would appear extremely relevant that the Scanlon Plan
is furnishing something substantially more than the economic
rewards of a regular profit sharing plan. Involvement and
1 2Frederick G. Lesieur (ed.), The Scanlon Plan
(Cambridge, Mass. and New York: Technology Press of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley ft Sons,
Inc., 1958), p. 8.
13 Ibid., p. 13.
14 Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), p. 110.

erdependence in the work environment as fulfillment of higher
ds, must surely be recognized as outcomes of this creative
)roach. Scanlon believed that participation, through his plan,
>ught about social motivations, which with their constructive
i positive implications, had a great deal to offer workers and
lagenent alike (transactional).
In summary, it will be the objective of this work to
ow that a high degree of diagnostic skill is required to deal
th the multiple factors affecting the choice of managerial
rategies for applying motivational methodology in an organiza-
on, but the universal initiation point would be the
sumptions (or managerial philosophy which emanate from the
Isuraptions) on the nature of people. These are the basic
lilding blocks from which a manager directs his motivational
|thodology.
If a manager is to be successful motivating "people, his
Ddy of knowledge on motivation as well as the assumptions he
ikes must be valid. The implication being that if his frame-
Drk is distorted, then this will be manifested as the manager
xecutes his strategy.
Parameters of Study
This study is restricted primarily to information
vailable through secondary sources. Wherever possible the
esire has been to restrict the analysis within the convergence




of present day interpretation of data. In such a comprehensive
and complex field this choice was dictated by the voluminous
mass of literature directly related, as well as indirectly
related to the area of inquiry.
One basic limitation, as established by Vroom in his
study, should be exolicitly addressed: specifically excluded
from the complex area of motivated behavior are the reflexes
or tropisms as well as responses interposed by the autonomic
1 f)
nervous system such as salivation or heart rate.
Another limitation implicit in the definition
previously set forth is that lower organisms are automatically
excluded from discussion when the term motivation is referred to.
Social environment, when used, primarily refers to the
work organization of an individual. This is the environment of
particular interest in this discourse. It is within this
environment that the relationship between the activity and
motivation is relevant.
A third limitation subscribed to is that people can no>t
be programmed in the similar fashion in which a machine can be.
l\
T
o particular narrow clearly defined "cluster" can be ascribed to
the multiple motives or actions of people. Human beings, unlike
a machine, are not amenable to that sort of programming or
control.
To conclude this chapter, reference again is directed to





Dubin as he best exemplifies the parameters of this apjjroach
When we see motivation as involving an exchange
between the individual and his social environment,
we have the key idea in understanding the meaning
of motivation in organizations. It can now make
sense to talk about "motivating soldiers to fight,"
or "motivating junior executives" or "motivating
workers." In each instance we are talking about
someone imbedded in a social system, an organization.
These statements imply that we reach these organ-
ization members from the outside in order to get
them to perform to our highest level of expectation.
Indeed, it is only because we can picture motivation
as a form of exchange that it is even meaningful to
talk about "motivating organization members." Without
this notion of exchange between the person and the
social system in which he operates, motivation
would be beyond social control and the managers of
organizations would be helpless to channel
motivations or to modify the level at which they
operate
.
Motivation then comes down to this. We all
possess the basic instinctual drives. These drives
do not by themselves result in determining behaviors,
or the level of effort and performance put into the
behaviors. The social environment provides the
guide lines by which choices among alternative
behaviors are made, and in exchange receives from
the individual his conformity to the appropriate
expectations placed upon hum.
We have so far not introduced the notion of
rewards or punishments as the payoff for motivated
behavior. We can now fit rewards and punishments
into the model of motivation. Something happens
at the end of a motivated act. The actor gets
"something" out of what he has just done. This
"something" is his reward for doing it with
distinction. This "something" may also be punish-
ment for not doing the expected, or for performing
as planned, but poorly.
At the same time, the social system in which
the actor participates also experiences "something"
at the end of a motivated act. This "something"
is either success or failure in the accomplishment
of an expected organizational result. In this
sense the organization is also rewarded or punished
from the outcome of motivated acts by its members. 17
pp. 46-47.
17 Dubin, Human Relations in Administration,

12
It is within this conceptual understanding that a
framework for the application of motivational theories in any
organization has its foundation and viability.
Lastly, motivation methodology is only one field of
activity in which the manager in an organizat ion finds himself
involved. No claim is made that it is even his most important
endeavour. The suggestion is submitted that it is an integral
part of his functioning, but only when viewed as a segment of




THE SPRINGBOARD TOR MOTIVATIONAL METHODOLOGY:
ASSUMPTIONS ON TIP? NATURE OP KAN
"One thing that we are likely to discover
when we examine any particular manager's assump-
tions is his insistence that he hasn't made any.
Most managers are pragmatic, matter-of-fact men
who handle problems as they arise. He does very
little theorizing about what concepts can account
for his experience or what generalized forces may
underlie the problems he encounters. . . ."—Gellerman
A Prelude on the Importance of Assumptions
Dealing with the hard core, well defined, agreed upon
and explicit facts important to a managerial decision or action
is probably one of the easier tasks the manager has to
accomplish. On the other hand, exploring the implied notions
of what we are doing and why we are doing it is a more difficult
challenge for most practical minded managers; little attention,
it would seem, has been addressed to the need for scrutinizing
1 Saul W. Gellerman, The Management of Human Relations




2basic assumptions. A worst fault is the denial of the presence
of assunptions at all, or the presence of completely subjective
assumptions.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine, in broad
terms, the various assumptions commonly held among managers
concerning the nature of man. The first order of business would
be to clarify why the assumptions on the nature of man are
important.
The val ue of this examination does not rest in the
categorization of managerial assumptions in themselves. The
main criterion for understanding them, as well as their develop-
ment, rests in their implications and impact on the selection
of various managerial strategies (particularly as related to
motivational strategies in this paper). McGregor emphasizes
3this same ooint in his discussion of "cosmologies" in Chapter
I of The Professional Manager .
In keeping with the transactional characteristic of the




ations—influence managerial behavior not only
with resnect to policies and procedures and
techniques, but with resnect to subtle aspects of
everyday behavior which determine the "climate"
of human relationships. These daily manifestations
2O.A. Ohmann, "Search for a Managerial Philosophy,"
Harvard Business Review , XXXV, No . 5, (September-October,
1957), p. 43.
3McGregor defines "Cosmology" as the theory of the
universe as a whole and the laws governing it.

1S
of theory and attitude in turn affect the expecta-
tions of subordinates concerning their ability to
achieve their goals and satisfy their needs
through membership in the organization. Formal
policies, programs, and "procedures will be
administered and in turn perceived in the light
of the managerial climate. Its importance is
primary—the "machinery" of administration is
secondary .4
Viewing assumptions in this light brings forth the
realization that the basic assumptions influence not only the
5
"tactics" employed in operations; but also influence the more
r
important "strategies" adopted which, in turn, establish the
overall organizational climate or environment.
In this context it can be readily understood that the
assumptions made by a manager create a pervasive overlay on all
his actions; therefore, they must be stated explicitly. Fo<r
them to remain nebulous and hidden is a state of affairs which
should be completely unacceptable to an alert, effective, and
responsible manager. Of equal importance is the objective
reality and validity of the assumptions made. A.s previously
noted, only incorrect actions and strategies can emanate from
inaccurate and false assumptions.
Henry Knowles and Borje Saxberg assert that no other
4 i.icG-regor, The Human Side of Enterprise
, pp. 143-1 44 •
5 Tactics as used in this work refer to the means and
routine transactions utilized in the light of existing
circumstances.
r
Strategies as used in this work refer to the de-
liberately planned and adopted ways of managing people.
They brinp; about the circumstances present in the environment
and often lead to a chain of connected consequences manifested
in procedures or techniques.

16
activity has more relevance on the ultimate form of
organizational life than the assumptions about the nature of man
7
in all its sources and effects.
Lastly, Herzberg indicates disappointingly the state of
achievement man has reached in understanding the nature of man
when he concludes:
Unfortunately, the knowledge man has
obtained about the human condition continues to
fall far behind his phenomenal progress in
solving problems in his environment. At least
the tentative answers to the questions have not
been accented. . . . Perhaps the philosophers
preoccupation with the verities of existence
smacks too much of medieval metaphysics for the
Space-Age man."
This reflection, if accepted at face value, is certainly
a condemnation of the social scientist's progress as contrasted
with the progress which has been attained by the physical
scientist. Perhaps this is the appropriate juncture in time
for a retrenchment and reassessment of the knowledge gained to
date from the behavioral scientist. If the assumptions on the
nature of man are paramount to subsequent courses of action,
they had better be examined throughly before proceding onward.
This is the intention of this chapter.
7Henry P. Knowles and Borje 0. Saxberg, "Human
Relations and the Nature of ivian," Harvard Business Review
,
XLV, No. 2, (March-April, 1967), p. 23.
o
Frederick Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man
(Cleveland: The World Publishing Company, 1966), p. ix.
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A Praine of Reference
As the manager proceeds in the examination of his
assumptions concerning the- nature of man, it would appear
desirable for him to initially establish a foundation for
diagnosis. Certain skills are necessary for this approach,
which may or may not be pertinent to other problem solving
endeavours. This would appear in a similar vein to a
differentiation in approaching a problem concerning a tactical
approach versus a strategical approach.
Robert L. Katz suggests that the effective manager
depends on three basic personal skills: technical, human, and
conceptual. What is salient for the administrator (used here
to mean the same as a manager) is to primarily stress the skill
which will lead to the best solution to the problem of analysis.
The technical, human, and conceptual skills are defined
respectively as:
1. Technical skills are those required to accomplish
the mechanics of the particular job for which
the manager is responsible.
2. Human skills are those necessary in working with
others to be an effective group member and to be
able to build co-operative effort within the team
being led.
^Robert L. Katz, "Skills of an Effective Administrator,"




3. Conceptual skills a^e those required to recognize
the interrelationship of the various factors
involved in a situation, which will lead the
manarer to take that action which achieves the
1
maximum good for the total organization.
'or the purpose of examination in this chapter, the main
concentration for diagnosis will rely on the conceptual skill
requirements. The evolution of the conception of man and his
present day understood range of motives is the key for designing
any strategy, motivational or otherwise. Once we have reached
this stage in development of hasic assumptions, appropriate
tactics can be evaluated for use.
Now that it has been established that the conceptual
skill level will be the tool desirable for investigation, a
second framework for reference will aid in the inquiry. When
probing the basic managerial assumptions about man, it will be
helpful to identify the philosophies of management from which
they developed.
Herzberg broadly divides them into three general
theories which can be summarized as follows:
1. The organizational theorist considers that human
needs are either so irrational or so varied and
amenable to certain situations that the chief
function of personnel management is to be as




organized in a proper fashion, he reasons, the
products will be the most efficient job structure,
and the most desirable job attitudes will follow
as a matter of logic.
2. The industrial engineer believes that man is
mechanistically oriented and economically motivated
and his needs are best met by attaching the
individual to the most efficient work process. The
aim of personnel manapement therefore should be to
design the most appropriate incentive system and to
utilize the specific working conditions in a way
that facilitates the most effective use of the human
machine. By structuring jobs in a fashion that
leads to the most efficient operation, the engineer
considers that he can obtain the optimal organ-
ization of work and the right work attitudes.
3. The behavioral scientist centers on group senti-
ments, attitudes of individual employees, and the
organization's social and psychological climate.
According to his argument, he emphasizes one or
more needs. His approach to personnel management
generally emphasizes some form of human relations
training and an organization climate which he be-
lieves to be fitting to human values. He believes





The objective of .this just completed summary is not to
assert value judgments on the propriety of one philosophy versus
another, but only to recognize the truly significant realities
of the different schools of thoughts in which the assumptions
about to be inspected have arisen. To do otherwise would be to
work in a vacuum of idle intellectual inquisitiveness
.
Some Historical Perspectives
Before discussing the main convergence of present day
assumptions on the nature of man, a very brief diversion appears
appropriate. No pretext is made for an all inclusive account,
only a few cursory observations are included as a basis for
review in retrospect.
The industrial revolution, according to James A.C.
1
2
Brown, gave birth to a new civilization. Prior to the
industrial revolution, society had been predominantly
characterized by an agricultural based economy. The industrial
revolution replaced small villages with cities; replaced skilled
craftsmen with unskilled labour; replaced the small home
industry with the large factory; replaced the then prevalent
concept of co-operation with competition; all this leading to a
totally different ideology from that which had prevailed during
1
1
Kerzberg, "One More Time,' 1 p. 58.
1 2
"James A.C. Brown, The Social Psychology of Industry
(Harrnondsworth, kiddlesex: Penguin Book, Ltd. , 1954 ) , p^ 41 .
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1 3the middle ages. Of utmost critical importance is the shift
in production from the home to a completely separate unit
—
the factory—where machinery was concentrated and labor
employed. Previously production functions were not
distinguished from social functions; now they were. ?To longer
was the family unit the basic production organization it had
been in the middle ages.
Pour main basic philosophies arose from which the
behavior of managers emerged:
1. First was the doctrine of Adam Smith, as formulated
in The Wealth of Nations . Self-interest was the
best guide to personal and social policy. Under the
prod of self-interest, each individual would try to
create and produce as much as possible.
2. A second strand was contributed by F.althus.
Population tended to increase much more rapidly
than the food supply—at a geometric as compared to
an arithmetic ratio. The workingman was thus
foredoomed to live close to a subsistence level.
3. Ricardo formulated a third major thesis with his
proposal on the iron law of wages: wages could
never be more than that amount required to yield
subsistence
.
A. Lastly, Darwin's discoveries about the struggle for
13 lbid.
Joseph L. Massie, Essentials of Management (Enflewood
I Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1964), p. 12.
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survival in nature were used as a basis for
proposing that, as in nature so with man, only the
fittest survived. It followed that employers
and industrialists had to take very little
responsibility for improving the living conditions
1 5
of their workers.
Such were the major formulations in a simplified
summarized form up to the late 1800' s and leading to the
twentieth century.
Herzberg makes an extremely useful analysis when he
comments as follows:
Initially, the industrial development in the
economy encompassed two fundamental principles;
the way goods are produced and the measure of
successful production. The manner in which goods
were manufactured created a shift in the man—tool
relationship, because the tools of man became the
important member of the team and the man became
the tool's helper. As the tool grew to factory
proportions, the function of man was curtailed and
the work became an interchangeable specialized
instrument, so that the tool took over the direction
and co-ordination of the task. 16
Industry is now recognized as the dominating institu-
tion in our society and if it is to be successful in the effec-
tive use of human beings; it must treat them in terms of their
complete nature, rather than in terms of those characteristics
1 5 Benjamin M. Selekman, A Moral Philosophy for
Management (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
1959), pp. 8-11.




1 7lat appear suitable to industry.
It is in this lirht that an inquiry can now be made into
ie convergence of present day assumptions on the nature of man.
Present Day Assumptions on the Nature of Man
One major assumption every manager should be exposed to
n his choice of a motivational strategy is that of the
rational-economic" man. The economic doctrines of Adam Smith,
entioned in this chapter's subheading under histroical
erspectives, have had a major input into this assumption on the
ature of man.
1 P,
It is also valid to relate the philosophy of hedonism
ith this concept of man. Vroom goes so far as to state that
ost contemporary conceptions of motivation find their origin in
1 9
;he principle of hedonism.




Man is mainly motivated by economic incentives and
will do whatever rewards him with the largest
monetary gain.
2. Since economic incentives are under the purview
17Ibid ., p. 170.
1 R
The central assumption of hedonism is that behavior
is directed toward pleasure and away from pain. In all
situations people would select from alternative possibilities
the course of action which they think will maximize their
pleasure and minimize their pain.
1 9Vroom, Work and kotivat ion, p. 9.
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of the organization, man is primarily a silent
agent to he manipulated, motivated, and directed by
the organization.
3. Kan's feelings are primarily irrational and must be
prevented from interfering with his rational
reasoning of self-interest.
4. Organizations can and must be laid out in such a
manner to neutralize and control man's feelings
20
and therefore his unpredictable characteristics.
Closely allied to Schein's description is the picture
presented by William P. Whyte when he summarizes the
assumptions underlying management controls such as motion study
and quality control incentive systems:
1
.
Man is a rational animal concerned with maximizing
his economic gains.
2. Men, like machines, can be treated in a standardized
fashion.
3. Machines and workers are alike in that they are both
normally passive agents who must be stimulated by
management in order to go into action.
4. "Sach individual responds to economic incentives as
21
an isolated individual.
These two listings encompass the concept of man, the
20
^d£ar H. Schein, Organizational Psychology ("Snglewood
Cliffs, N.J . : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 48.
21,
'.'illian P. Whyte , Money and Motivation (New York:
Harper ft Br<Dthers, Publishers, 1955), pp. 2-3.
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rational-economic creature. It is proper to reiterate at this
point that it i_s not the intention of this effort to make value
judgments on the main body of present assumptions, hut only to
explicitly elaborate as to what they are. The individual
manager in constructing his philosophy of management based on his
cosmology on the nature of man; then selecting his strategy for
motivating people, makes his own value judgments. To suggest
more than a framework for diagnosis unsupported by the
multitudinous contingencies of any particular situation can
only be a flagrant presumptuous anomaly.
A second principal field of assumptions which has
evolved at the present time is that concerning "social man." The
main thrust toward the initial postulation of this set of
assumptions can be traced back to the origin of the human
relations movement in the 1930's (Elton Kayo, director of the
Hawthorne Experiment, is mainly responsible for these
postulations )
.
Ivlayo developed a quite different set of assumptions





Man is basically motivated by social needs and
obtains his basic sense of identity through
relationships with others.
2. As a result of the industrial revolution and the
rationalization of work, meaning has gone out of
22Knowles and Saxberg, "Human Relations and the Mature
of kan," p. 174.
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work itself and must therefore be sought in the
social relationships on the job.
3. Man is more responsive to the social forces of
management.
4. Kan is responsive to management to the extent that
a supervisor can meet a subordinate's social needs
and needs for acceptance.
A third major field of assumptions has its roots in the
notion of "self-actualizing" man. The principal factors
significant are:
1. Even the lowliest untalented man seeks self-
actualization, a sense of meaning and accomplishment
in his work, if his other needs are more or less
fulfilled.
2. Kan is and needs to be mature on the job.
3. l.;ian is primarily self-motivated and self-controlled;
externally imposed incentives and controls are
likely to threaten the person and reduce him to a
less mature adjustment.
4. There is no inherent conflict between self-
actualization and more effective organizational
* 24performance
.
Ohmann classifies self-actualization in terms of the
Judaeo-Christian culture when he states:






As far as I can tell, our Judaeo-Christian
culture is the only view of history which assumes
that there is some meaning, direction, and
ultimate purpose in life's procession, and that
each individual is an integral and unique part
of such purpose. Right or wrong, these assumptions
are deeply imbedded in our culture and cannot
be disregarded without penalty. 25
The fourth notable area of assumptions faced by the
manager as he chooses his motivational strategy is a combination
of factors which implies that the nature of man is more complex
than those assumptions included in rational-economic, social,
or self-actualizing man. ^he major beliefs of "complex" man
are recapitulated as:
1. Man is not only complex, but also highly variable.
2. Kan is capable of learning new motives through his
organizational experiences.
3. Man's motives in different organizations or
different subparts of the same organization may
be different.
4. Kan can become productively involved with
organizations on the basis of many different kinds
of motives.
5. Kan can respond to many different kinds of
managerial strategies, depending on his own motives
Of.
and abilities and the nature of the task.
Maslow in his work, ^ur-sychian Management, (pages 17-33)
p. 47.





lists thirty three assumptions which underlie his policy of
^upsychian Management. Iwany are already referred to in the
four major body o r assumptions in this chapter, but some go
beyond the limitations of explicit "pronouncements. A manager
faces an arduous challenge as he sifts through the "assumption
jungle" to identify what assumptions will underwrite his
strategy of motivation.
Douglas McGregor, probably one of the most respected
spokesmen for explicit examination of managerial assumptions,
proposed his now classical theories called Theory X and Theory
Y. Mo manager in his search for guiding assumptions could do
justice to a comprehensive review without an inspection of
I«';cG-regor ' s postulates.
Theory X, which closely aligns itself with the
assumptions of rational-economic man is basically as follows:
1. The average human being has an inherent dislike
of work and will avoid it if he can.
2. Because of this human characteristic of dislike
of work most people must be coerced, controlled,
directed, threatened with punishment to get them
to put forth adequate effort toward the achievement
of organizational objectives.
3. The average human being prefers to be directed,
I
wishes to avoid responsibility, has relatively
27little ambition, wants security above all.
27





Theory Y states a set of assumptions on the other end
of the spectrum:
1 . The expenditure of physical and mental effort in
work is as natural as play and rest.
?. "External control and the threat of punishment are
not the only means for bringing about effort toward
organizational objectives. Man v/ill exercise self-
direction and self-control in the service of
objectives to which he is committed.
3. Commitment to objectives is a function of the
rewards associated with their achievement.
4. The average human beinr learns, under proper
conditions, not only to accept but to seek
responsibility.
5. The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree
of imagination, ingenuity, and creativity in the
solution of organization problems is widely, not
narrowly, distributed in the population.
6. Under the conditions of modern industrial life, the
intellectual potentialities of the average human
being are only partially utilized.
J"icGregor ' s intention was not to have management choose
up sides between Theory X and Theory Y, but rather to point out






to examine explicitly its assumptions.
This observation is of paramount importance, as it is
the whole substance of -this thesis. Only by diagnosis of
underlying assumptions on the nature of man, tested against
realitv, can a manage^ arrive at sound motivational methodology.
A. real difficulty in the interpretation of Theory X and Theory Y
is that people have read them to be principles in themselves and
not assumptions to be tested against reality.
This has been a long and complicated chapter: review
and summarization are required for clarification. The first
aim of the chapter was to emphasize the "why" of managerial
assumptions; the second desire was to set a proper frame of
reference for examining the assumptions; subsequently, a very
brief historical review was attempted to set the stage for the
latter part of the chapter on the main present day assumptions
on the nature of man.
Preparation is now complete for an inquiry into the
basic motivators and their relationship to the assumptions just
discussed. By doinp this, the link in the framework can be
closed: the manager will have a method for determining the





UNDERSTANDING THP MAINSPRINGS OP MOTIVATION
"If I kick my dog (from the front or the back),
he will move. And when I want him to move again,
what must I do? I must kick him again. Similarly,
I can charge a man's battery, and then recharge
it, and recharge it again. But it is only when he
has his own generator that we talk about motivation.
He then needs no outside stimulation. Ke wants to
do it."—Herzberg
A Precursor to the Need Hierarchy Theory
To be continually kicked time after time in one part of
the body or for that matter in various sections of the body
does not have a particular attractive appeal to any man.
Thinking of motivation in that dismal perspective places
emphasis on a very negatively oriented approach.
On the other hand, viewing the motivating process as a
means by which the spark comes from within the employee and is
sustained by him in the environment provided, places the whole
process in a very different light. Now the attention shifts to
needs (motives) within the individual which drive him toward




ion in fulfillment of those needs, whatever they may be.
To reiterate and re-examine an earlier premise of this
er, now the demand is placed on the manager for high
gnostic skill in order to identify and activate employee's
2
;ives fruitfully toward task performance. ~ The environmental
'cumstances or organizational climate, here, take on added
baificance for it is within ther. that the need is activated.
A second reiteration would be to again point out the
insactional character of the interchange between the employee
Lthin him the needs originate) and the manager (the
^anizational climate for development of the need seeking
tion is within his purview of responsibility).
A. very brief intersection at this time would be to
nsider what effect a motivational strategy based solely on
e assumption of rational-economic man would have on an
ployee seeking fulfillment of needs emanating from social
tives. It is not presumptuous to suggest that only
congruency could develop.
Returning to the immediate task at hand, needs are
nerally classified into two main categories:
1 . Primary or basic physiological needs are those
related directly to the basic physiology of the
human body. Examples would include considerations
such as air to breath, thirst, hunger, sleep, and
p
Keith Davis, Human Helations at Work: The Dynamics




C J67 ) , p. 22.
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acceptable temperature or humidity. They are very
closely associated with preservation and survival
of the species.
2. Secondary needs are those learned needs associated
with the non-physical body demands. "Examples would
be self-esteem, sense of duty, love, self-respect,
or ego-enhancement.
In examining these two lists it would appear that the
primary needs would have a more concrete base than the secondary
needs, which have a definite nebulous overtone. It would appear
natural that management, also, could more easily recognize the
primary needs and direct attention to fulfilling them. In
actuality, though, to recognize only the primary needs to the
exclusion of secondary needs is escaping the reality of the
totality of the situation. G-ranted, to list only the
fundamental physiological needs by themselves, one could arrive
at almost any number dependinr on the scope of definition.
In an attempt to make sense out of this extremely
complex situation, Abraham H. i.laslow in 1954 in his book,
I.iotivation and Personality proposed a theory in which he ordered
the different needs in a hierarchical arrangement of ascendency.
This need hierarchy concept is accorded wide recognition as an
appropriate point of departure in the field of motivation. This
is attested to by its almost universal utilization in books,
articles, and works on motivation. It brought order and a rather




imple classification to a heterogenous span of thought, and has
prvived to the present day as a firm foundation underlying the
iversity of need arrangements.
juaslow, himself, made no pretentious claims for his
)resentation when he stated:
. . . .
Our classification of basic needs is
in part an attempt to account for this unity behind
the apparent diversity from culture to culture. No
claim is made yet that it is ultimate or universal
for all cultures. The claim is made only that it
is relatively more ultimate, more universal, more
basic than the superficial conscious desires, and
makes a closer approach to common human character-
istics. Basic needs are more common human than
superficial desires or behaviours.
4
It is in this context that the need hierarchy is used as
1 base for understanding and making sense out of motivation.
Subsequently in this chapter various managerial strategies, with
basic underlying assumptions on the nature of man, will be
related to the hierarchy to complete the understanding strived
for.
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
Most psycholopists are in agreement that human behavior
is not completely disorganized or without motivational patterns
5
of some sort. The breakdown of basic needs into primary and
I
secondary needs was a first approximation at understanding
observable patterns.
' Abraham H. fc.aslow, Motivation and Personality (New
York: Harper ft Row, Publishers, Inc. , 1954), p. 102.
5
"Rdwin B. Plippo, Management: A Behavioral Approach
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon Inc. , 1966), p. 69.
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Further scrutinizing the examples furnished, another
pattern for classification appears acceptahle. "^dwin B. Flippo
classifies all the primary and secondary needs into three prime
categories: physiological, social, and egoistic (these will be
defined in detail in explaining the need hierarchy itself).
This, arain, is helpful hut with the preat diversity of
individual differences, the very difficult task remaining is the
establishment of some type of configuration to order the
different needs. -By setting a five-level order of priority for
the human needs Maslow filled this void.
The first level constructed by Maslow consisted of a
base in which he included the physiological needs. They are
7the ones which are the most prepotent of all needs. These
would have to be taken as the starting point for motivational
theory. For if a man does not have air to breath or bread to
eat to satisfy his most primitive needs, and is living in an
extreme fashion, it is most likely that the major motivators
would be the physiological needs rather than any other social
or egoistic needs. But once these needs are fulfilled Maslow
describes what transpires as an explanation for moving to a
second level in the need hierarchy:
. . . . '^he physiological needs, along with
their partial goals, when chronically gratified
cease to exist as active determinants of organizers
of behavior. They now exist only in a potential
6 Ibid.





fashion in the sense that they may emerge again
to dominate the orranism if they are thwarted.
But a wMrit that is satisfied is no longer a want.
The organism is dominated and its behavior organized
only by unsatisfied needs. If hunger is satisfied,
it becomes unimoortant in the current dynamics of
the individual.
°
This points out that if the real interest is in what
actually motivates a person, and not in what has in the past,
will in the future, or could motivate another time, then a
satisfied need is not a motivator of behavior.
The physiological needs being rather well satisfied,
there then arises a new set of needs roughly classified as the
Q
safety needs. I\Tow a person would be motivated by needs such
as protection from harm, job tenure and security, threats of
various kinds, and deprivation of matters which are associated
with his physical well being. As soon as these needs are
satisfied they are no longer motivators and movement is toward
the next level of needs in the hierarchy.
The third level of needs are categorized as the social
needs in which the individual seeks such things as affection,
love, belongingness, association and acceptance by one's
fellows. Iwaslow believed that the non-fulfillment of needs
at this level in the hierarchy led to most cases of maladjust-
1
1
ment and even more severe psychopathology . The cycle has the
8 Ibid









same faniliar pattern at this level as it did in the previous
two levels: once the needs are relatively net the person moves
on to a new frontier of demands.
The fourth level of the hierarchy is described by l'-aslow
in the following manner:
All people in our society (with a few pathological
exceptions) have a need or desire for a stable,
firmly based, usually high evaluation of themselves,
for self-respect, or self-esteem, and for the
esteem of others. ' nhese needs may therefore be
classified into two subsidiary sets. These are,
first, the desire for strength, for achievement,
for adequacy, for mastery and competence, for
confidence in the face of the world, and for inde-
pendence and freedom. Second, we have what we may
call desire for reputation or prestire (defining it
as respect or esteem from other people), status,
dominance, recognition, attention, importance,
or appreciation.^
Frustration at this level of esteem and self-respect
needs can only lead to feelings of helplessness, inferiority,
or worst still weakness in the individual.
Lastly, at the apex of the need hierarchy even if all
other needs have been satisfied or satiated, there is one other
need that can be expected to develop. Unless a man is doing
what he is capable of doinp;, beinp; what he can be, or for that
matter, what he feels he must be, problems can develop: self-
actualization is the name Kaslow attached to this final plnne
of needs.
As a manager works with the hierarchy of needs in
affecting his motivational strategy, there are some important
12 Ibid





considerations he should direst:
1. A manager sho-uld not attach an overly heavy
rigidity to 'the hierarchy overall or at any
particular level.
2. Probably at no level is there complete satiation
of any need, but more properly there is a decreasing
percentage of fulfillment in the ascendency of the
hierarchy.
3. The greater the gratification of needs at any level
of satisfaction the less significant the potency of
that need level as a motivational technique.
4. The consciousness or unconsciousness of the needs
is hard to measure, but in the average person we
could expect a greater level of consciousness at the
lower levels of the hierarchy.
5. A manager should not view the need hierarchy as
proposing a singular connotation of motivated
behavior: more likely behavior is multimotivated.
In other words, what a manager must realize is that
one or more of the basic needs are at any time
determining a person's behavior.
6. A manager can expect or predict elaboration of needs
at any level or below if a person is contained in
his movement toward the pinnacle of the need
hierarchy.
14 Ibid
. , pp. 80-106.
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Harold J. Leavitt suns up briefly the implications of
the need hierarchy theory for management:
. . . . One implication is that when management
tries to reward or punish, it had better reward
o^ nunish the needs that are operational and not
those above or below that operational level. If I
feel psychologically safe about my physical needs,
threats or rewards will have effects different from
those produced by the same threats or rewards in
someone who is operating primarily at the level of
physical safety. Conversely, if my next meal is the
problem that is real to me, don't expect me to be
diverted with offers of promotion or threats to my
status.
It has been suggested, in fact, that the general
level of operational needs in a society changes as
the society develops and that managers often lag
behind that development in their methods of management.
They may thus use incentives or threats that would
have worked in the less developed America of a
hundred years ago, but are as meaningless in our
present affluent society as a penny is to today's
teenagers. Our society, in other words, is probably
at a sta-"e in which social or egoistic needs are
more operational for most of us than physical or
safety needs. 15
The end result of this description would once again
return us to the paramountness of sound diagnosis, having as a
foundation valid assumptions on the nature of man in any present
day culture or society. For if a managerial strategy is rooted
in a plethora o f invalid assumptions,, only ineffectual diagnosis
and ineffectual motivational methodology can emerge. A. proper
analogy would be the use of an obsolete computer in a management
information system, when in fact, a hiph sneed computer is
I
necessary to meet the requirements for a real time system.
Having now established some understanding of basic
;
Harold J. jjeavitt, lianagerial Psychology (2nd ed.;
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1964), pp. 26-27.
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needs, the effort shifts to a brief consideration of the current
theories on motives an^ their relationship to Maslow's need
hierarchy.
Current Theories on Motives of People and Their
Relationship to the Need Hierarchy l
6
Robert ''••'. 'Vhite's use of the competence motive, as a
method of explaining the mainspring of motivation, was largely
postulated as a reconsideration or reinterpre tation of what he
believed was an oversimplification by Freudian theory of an
1 7
explanation to account for human behavior. The competence
motive addresses the point that human beings have a desire for
mastery over their environment, whether it be physical or
social. This motive, then, drives man to make things haopen
-1 Q
rather than to assume a passive state. To compare the
competence motive with the need hierarchy it can be seen that
the connection is at the level of self-fulfillment or self-
actualization. fnhis is the level at which an individual has
control over his environment. k link can also be made with the
fourth level of the hierarchy; namely, the self-respect level
where the individual does have control.
A second major current theory on motives was postulated
1 f\
This section of the paper draws heavily on the
excellent and inclusive review of the important and current
theories on motives in Saul G-ellerman's book, Mo tivat ion and




O-ellerman, Motivation and Productivity
, p. 117.
18
Ibij3., p. 111 .
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"by Stanley Schachter in his book, The Psychology of Affiliation
,
(1959). Schachter's premise was that the affiliation motive is
present in most workers and the reasons for it are extremely
complex. The most important element in the theory could he
1 9solely the reassuring effect of sharing an opinion. The key
alignment of the affiliation motive finds itself at the third
I
level of priority in the need hierarchy: at the level of the
social needs.
i
The achievement motive addressed by David C. McClelland
i
;
in the book, The Achieving; Society
,
(1961), has its root in the
need to optimize one's performance and to attain a standard of
20
excellence in any endeavor. A comparison of this concept with
the need hierarchy would once apain find a similarity at the
higher levels of the hierarchy: primarily at the levels of
self-esteem and self-actualization.
G-ellernan, himself, adds the prestige and security
motives as beinp quite prevalent in society within certain
21individuals." The explanation of the interconnection with the
need hierarchy should be self-evident: the second plane of
safety needs and the fourth level of self-respect.
A last area for consideration is the one associated with
the prevalent field referred to as the economic motive. The
19 Ihid
. , pp. 115-121.
20David G. iucCleliand, "j.oney as a Motivator: Some
Research Insiphts," ^he McKinsev Quarterly , The Fall, (1967),
p. 12.
21 teller-man, Motivation and Productivity





Tiajor present day investigative work in this area has been
lone by William P. Whyte as expounded in his book, Ivioney and
vfotivation
, (1955). A major finding: in this work was the fact
;hat money becomes quicklv entangled with a lot of other motives
i
that have little or very little to do with money. The ultimate
j
effect of money can be difficult to identify in its pervasive
22
character. Of course, a readily identifiable level in the
leed hierarchy to attach the economic motive to would most
probably be the physiological or safety needs; although, for
some neople it could permeate the whole hierarchy in its
ntirety.
The importance of this discussion has been to show that
he need hierarchy of lllaslow is appropriate to utilize as
'elated to the preponderance of current day expositions on the
lotives of individuals. The competence, economic, prestige,
security, achievement, and affiliation motives all can be
interpreted and viably applied to the basic need hierarchy.
With this link established, the main managerial
strategies can be discussed and the basic assumptions and
motivators can be connected to them.
Managerial Strategies and Their Bond to the
Basic Assumptions and kotivators
Before discussing a series of mana^e^ial strategies, it
all be useful to reconstruct again what is meant when using







deliberately planned and consciously selected style of managing
people (related to the work situation). The distinction is
-
made .from those strategies or styles which are largely the
2 "5 I
outcome of trial-ard-error adjustment. Therefore, unconscious
and unplanned strategies and their incumbent tactics are
automatically excluded from this perusal.
Robert H. Blake and Jane S. lUouton in their book, The
Managerial Grid
,
provide us with an excellent descriptive
vehicle for investigating the applicability of the framework
built in this work and its practicality.
Their grid depicts a series of styles evolving from two
main concerns: a concern for people and a concern for
production. By different combinations of these two concerns
over a scale of one to nine on two axis (one horizontal and one
vertical) it is possible to concoct eighty one permutations
within a two dimensional design.
For the purpose of discussion three main segments of the
grid are chosen: a production oriented strategy, a people
oriented strategy, and a combined production-people oriented
strategy.
In the first instance as a manager arrives at his choice
of strategy for motivating -people in the organization, he is
limited and governed by his previously selected managerial
style strategy. If the manager embraces a solely production
:
23kcGreror, rp he Professional Manager
,
p. 70.
"Robert R. Blake and Jane S. I'uouton, The Managerial
Grid (Houston: Gulf Publishing Company, 1964), pp. 8-9.
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oriented style he is making certain assumptions on how he should
function in the organization. At the extreme he assumes a
position such as:
A. manager has a nosition of authority in the
hierarchy and he knows it. He feels his respon-
sibilities are to plan, direct, and control the
actions of his subordinates in whatever way is
necessary to reach the production objectives of
the enterprise. ^he boss plans, subordinates
execute. They carry out the various plans,
directions and schedules placed upon them. The
aim under this approach is to get production!
Schedules are to be met! People are expected to
do what they are told to do—no more, no less! 25
The direct parallel between this description and the
iob-centered supervision examined by Rensis Likert is evident.
The job centered supervisor sees his responsibility in a manner
such that the following must occur:
1. Simplify the task into component parts.
2. Develop for the worker the best way to complete the
work.
3. Use incentives for a group or individual in a piece
rate form.
4. Train the workers in one best specified way to do
the task.
5. Match called for aptitudes and skills to the task.
6. Have appropriate supervision to control the
performance of task, using the best wav specified,
"
26
at the timed rate.
25 Ibid., p. 19.
Rensis Likert, Rev/ Patterns of I'ianagerr.ent (New York:




Now, surveying the managerial strategy employed in the
production oriented strategy, what can be discovered? Turning
first to the assumptions. on the nature of man implicit in the
above, it can be seen that the underlying assumptions, most
closely approximated, are those of rational-economic man as
previously described by Schein and Whyte. Furthermore, there is
an analogy to Theory X as set forth by McGregor. The critical
importance, of course, is what type of motivators are applied
based on these assumptions. It can only follow that the
application is at the bottom of the need hierarchy. The manager
will not and cannot exercise higher need motivators as they are
Incoiigruent with the assumptions underlying his managerial style.
There is no rationale whatsoever for using motivators to meet
self-actualization, self-esteem, self-respect or belonging needs,
even if they are operational because they are not present any-
where in the schema developed, based on the assumptions made by
the manager. This is the framework this paper has been striving
to achieve: the transactional relation between the basic needs
of man, the managerial style, and the manager's motivational
strategy. In this situation, due to the assumptions made, the
manager is boxed in on extrinsic rewards only afforded at the
lower need level. The result being that the workers who, in
1 fact, have or desire to have higher operational needs satisfied
must go wantinr and become frustrated. In this environment there
is just no opportunity for a challenging Job which allows a
feeling of achievement, growth, advancement, or responsibility.
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The managerial strategy calls for following the master plan:
hifh production at all and any cost is the sole criterion for
effectiveness. Is there a recognition that the assumptions of
rational-economic man are not valid or that they might have
changed?
Gellerman portrays the working force as follows:
With increased education and economic independence
come new needs, which cannot be easily satisfied
since they tend to be rather esoteric. First,
there is a heightened need for an understanding of
how one's job fits into the broader context of the
organization and even society at large. It is not
enough to tell an educated worker what to do; he
must also be told why . Second, there is a need for
variety and growth. A. job that loses its challenge
through familiarity, and does not lead to newer
challenges, will either grind the educated man's
zeal down to zero or, more likely, be abandoned
for a better job. 27
Gellerman states further:
But all too often management puts the blame
on its people for their failure to implement
policies which may very well have put them at cross
purposes with management. This simply sets up a
useless cycle of pressure and resistance. The
real fault lies with unexamined assumptions that
are implicit in the policies. Simply because a
policy may be objectively fair or logical is no
guarantee that other people will see it the same
way. 28
A. second primary strategy to investigate is that of a
people oriented strategy. Blake and Iaouton characterize it as
follows: •
This managerial style, in other words, focuses
on how to arrange conditions of work which will
27
GeHerman, The ^anarement of Human Relations
, p. 22.
OQ




permit people to fit then with comfort, ease, and
security. Under this -set of assumptions it is
felt that organizational demands for production
often are harsh, overdemandinp and unnecessary.
When his people become disturbed the manager with
a people orientation also becomes disturbed. To
counter-balance the demands of the organization,
the manager can lighten work: conditions by
emphasizing the positive aspects of work, or by
giving a bonus of some sort. Informal conver-
sation, a joke, an understanding pat on the back,
a smile, coffee togethe: all help the task to
pass a little easier and to make life a little
more enjoyable. 29
What is revealed by this type of strategy? The basic
assumptions on the nature of man substantiating the adoption
of this strategy have their basis in the elements of social man.
The assumptions are that man is motivated not by the meaning of
the task, but by social relationships on the job. Work in
itself is to provide no meaning for an employee: man is only
responsive to the social forces in the work environment and not
to incentive and controls of management.
The basic needs to be met employing this strategy, with
its underlying assumptions, can be found operating at the third
level of the need hierarchy and possibly below. Automatically
excluded from consideration are needs like self-fulfillment,
self-respect or self-esteem, arising from the job itself. For
the assumptions constructed have a built in structural rigidity
i
that work itself cannot be a rewarding experience. The manager
once again is boxed in to the extent that production is only a
by-product of whe^e his managerial strategy is directed. The





affiliative motive has priority billing under this set of
assumptions and motivational strategy is limited to a direction
of activity only peripheral to the demands of the task within
the organization.
Herzberg bases his plea for job enrichment in the
following terms:
The argument for job enrichment can be summed
up quite simply: If you have someone on a job,
use him. If you can't use him on the job, get
rid of him, either via automation or by selecting
someone with lesser ability. If you can't use him
and you can't get rid of him, you will have a
motivation problem. 50
Actually, much of the time devoted to this type of
motivation methodology (social oriented) could have a de-
motivating effect in the sense that many employees would behave
in ways which would do nothing but thwart the organization goals.
The third major strategy to investigate is the people-
production oriented approach. This is described in the
following manner:
This orientation views the integration of people
into work from a different perspective than other
approaches. In contrast with the production
orientation, the solution for a given problem is not
necessarily defined by the boss' authority. This
approach is oriented toward discovering the best
and most effective solution in a given situation,
not the one defined by tradition, etc. By utilizing
both the mental and executive skills of people
this approach aims at the highest attainable level
of production. This highest level is only -possible
through work situations that meet needs of people.
Sociability for the sake of togetherness, status
based on aspects unrelated to work or power
exercised for its own sake, or out of frustration,
^°Herzberg, "One Iwore Time," p. 62.
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are not viewed as mature needs. Rather,
accomnl ishment and contribution are seen as the
critical aspect of organization, performance and
individual motivation. When one is met, the other is
gratified automatically. 31
The underlying assumptions on the nature of man in this
approach align themselves with such basic assumptions as self-
actualizing man, complex man, and Theory Y. What is probably
most important here is that there is no inherent conflict
between man and work. This opens up a whole wide range of
possibilities for the manager in the work situation. His
•notivational methodology can be exercised to include the whole
range of motives operational at work as well as the whole range
:>f motivators required to deal with the complete hierarchy of
leeds. "No longer is the manager faced with the dilemma of being
Limited by a possible sub-optimal set of assumptions on the
lature of man. Of course the manager has not been relieved
)f the difficult diagnostic requirement he has faced ail along,
Dut now his diagnosis can be followed by the use of a variety of
notivators available and used in consonance with his managerial
strategy and assumptions.
This approach would approximate the Likert employee-
lentered style of supervisory strategy, which led to his
)ostulation of a new theory of management based on an integra-
32ion principle.
Hopefully, the framework for managing the multiple
31J Blake and Mouton, The Managerial Grid , pp. 142-143.
32 Likert, New Patterns of Management, p. 97.
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'actors that influence the choice and use of various managerial
strategies in the application of motivational methodology in an
>rganization has now been developed in this work. The frame-
work, as has been pointed out, starts with the basic assumptions
m the nature of man, uses an ordered hierarchy of needs as the
Dasis for employee's needs, relates current motives to the need
lierarchy, and shows how and why motivational strategies develop
vhich determine, in turn, the scope of motivational methodology
vithin the framework.
Chapter Pour, then, will use a case study as a further
sxplanation of the framework and its application in a real life
situation.
Perhaps it is appropriate in concluding this chapter to
reiterate the need for the framework just discussed. The
answer seems to rest on the fact that a single system or sets of
systems are not within grasp at this point in time. There is
no one formula to neatly manipulate the wide variety of
variables within. Dubin sums it up concisely when he states:
The motivation systems are not the same for all
kinds of work organizations. The motivational
patterns for a clergyman in a church organization
will differ markedly from those of an accountant
in a business firm. Furthermore, the motivational
patterns of the United States Steel Corporation
will differ, in some respects, from those in the
G-eneral Motors Corporation. Particular systems
of motivation have some characteristics that are
unique for each work organization. 33
I
33 Dubin, Human Relations in Administration, p. 53.

CHAPTER IV
AN APPLICATION OP THE PROPOSED MOTIVATIONAL
FRAMEWORK: A CASE STUDY
"Managerial climate pervades the entire
organization. . . . and emphasizes those aspects . . .
that depend primarily upon management's philosophies
about man's nature. . . ."--Tagiuri
2
The Harwood Manufacturing Company
The Harwood Manufacturing Company (hereafter referred to
Harwood) was formed just prior to the turn of the twentieth
.tury as a family concern. Its primary production function
in the manufacturing of garments (mainly pajamas),
.ginally founded by a self-made man, in the 1930's the
lageraent of the company was passed on to his two sons (one a
»
lined engineer, the other a trained psychologist).
Renato Tagiuri, ''Executive Climate," in Organizational
mate: Explorations of a Concept , ed. by Renato* Tagiuri
I George H. Litwin (Boston: Division of Research, Harvard
iduate School of Business Administration, 1968), p. 226.
2 This chapter of the paper is based on an actual
^anizational study documented by Alfred J. Harrow, David G-.
vers, and Stanley E. Seashore in Management by Participation
3w York: Harper & Row, Publishers"! 1967)
.
3 Alfred J. Marrow, "The Harwood Organization," in
lagement by Participation , ed. by Alfred J. Marrow, David G-.
vers, and Stanley E. Seashore (New York: Harper & Roav,




Whereas the original founder* was characterized as a
personable man and benevolent manager, who had limited technical
knowledge; unde^* his two sons the company shifted to a philos-
ophy of applying scientific knowledge in the application of
managerial skills. The end result to be achieved was to bring
about the satisfaction of relationships among employees and a
more active and willing co-operation in the daily work
4
environment.
In 1939 the company was settled in the small town of
Marion, Virginia where it has remained to the present time.
Shortly after this relocation, Harwood was faced by the manpower
shortage brought on by World War II. In attempting to employ
older workers in the company, Harwood was faced with the




Initially, this led Harwood to conduct a study of the
immediate problem in an effort to overcome the resistance by
changing the then prevalent attitudes; but this was only one
limited study. During the period from 1939-1957 Harwood became
involved with "Action Research" in all the following areas:




"Action Research" is a term originally used by Kurt
Lewin to mean being involved and learning from research first
hand, rather than learning from research second hand and
attempting to apply those principles learned. Change in






2. The effect on rate changes by the power impact of
cohesive groups.
3. The effect on non-conforming employees from group
pressure
.
4. Changing the typification toward older workers
(referred to above).
5. Methods conducive to overcoming resistance to
change
.
6. Participation and its effect on turnover among
learners
7. The study of incentive systems and how they are
affected by restriction of output.
8. The effect of group standards on the members of a
group.
9. Morale change and its impact on productivity.
10. profit sharing plans and factors influencing their
success
.
11. Decisions of groups and their eventual impact on
output.
12. The influence of employee support in connection
with major change proposals.
13. The impact on turnover amongst learners of fear
of failure.

14. The reduction of turnover in employees learning new
skills. 7
Harwood, as can easily be seen, had been deeply involved
I many areas of inquiry concerning the employee in the work
nvironment. The question arises as to why Harwood was involved
I such endeavours. The answer to this question rests in the
ihilosophy of management of Harwood as expressed by Alfred J.
.arrow, Chairman of the Board of Harwood-Weldon Corporation:
Since its early involvement with participative
management in co-operation with behavioral
scientists Harwood ' s management has been convinced
that a job is done best when employees feel that
their needs are considered in a way that sustains
their self-respect and creates a sense of respon-
sibility. As employees they "participate." They
do not suffer the humiliation implied in the term
"hired hands." They do not feel they are mere
robots. But their "participation" is feasible and
must be realistic in terms of the work to be done.
These then are the basic managerial assumptions that
nderlie the Harwood philosophy. Relating it to the need
lierarchy, it is aimed at meeting the needs of employees at the
evels of esteem and self-actualization. Even more basic then
his thought, is the realization that the assumptions on the
lature of man are ones which are directed to man being
•esponsible, creative, interested, committed, self-directed and
ot opposed to work r>er se. It does not include the assumptions
hat workers are just an economic commodity or that workers can
n
Alfred J. Marrow, Making Management Human (New York:
IcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1957), pp. 42-223.
Marrow, "The Harwood Organization," p. 26.

lieve in work solely a social compatibility with other workers.
Therefore, as Harwood proceeded in its development,
made explicit its assumptions on the nature of man as a
sis for motivational strategy. 3y diagnosis of motives and
>ds which were operational in their employees, it aimed at
)lying an appropriate managerial strategy. Harwood' s approach
5 manifested in the euphonic term "participative management,"
the real significance lies in the framework in which it was
reloped.
Marrow states that the management system employed at
"wood rests within the managerial strategy described by
Q
cert as System Four. It is applied in Harwood as:
The management system assumes that employees
are essential parts of an organization structure
which has been built at great cost and necessarily
maintained with the same attention and care given
more tangible assets. It conceives of decision
as a process, rather than a prerogative with the
manager's responsibility consisting, not of himself
deciding, but of making sure that the best possible
decisions result. In this light, he focuses his
efforts upon building an overlapping structure of
cohesive, highly motivated, participative groups,
coordinated by multiple memberships. Within this
highly coordinated system, characterized by high
mutual confidence and trust, communication is
adequate, rapid and accurate. Because goals are
established and decisions made with the
participation of all those affected, objectives are
comparatively closely aligned with the needs and
interests of all members and all motivational
forces push in the direction of obtaining the
Q
Rensis Likert in Chapter Fourteen of New Patterns of
nagement describes four management systems. They are System
I (Exploitive Authoritative), System Two (Benevolent




stablished objectives. The closely knit system
n addition permits superiors and subordinates
like to exercise great control over the work
ituation. Employees at all levels 'ire highly
atisfied, but without complacency, and feel great
eciprocal resnect and trust. Performance is very
ood, costs, absence and turnover are low; and
igh quality is the natural concern of all.'O
It is within this framework that Harwood was explicitly
ing fo 1" organizational excellence. Organizational
lence including the whole system: employers and employees
In the ooinion of the organization members and
rchers (members of the Survey Research Center of the
rsity of Michigan's Institute for Social Research) Harwood
1 1in fact, approaching their goal.
Harwood Acquires Weldon Manufacturing Company
On January 1, 1962 Harwood acquired the Weldon
jacturing Company, (hereafter referred to as Weldon), a
1 2
Tip. competitor, for financial motives. it was the original
ition of Harwood to continue Weldon as a separate independent
I David Or. Bowers, "The New Organizational System,"
magement by Participation , ed. by Alfred J. Marrow,
I G-. Bowers, and Stanley "\. Seashore (New York: Harper &
Publishers, 1967), pp." 21 7-218.
I
I
David Gr. Bowers, "Weldon and Harwood Compared," in
fement by Participation , ed. by Alfred J. Marrow, David G-.
s, and Stanley W, Seashore (New York: Haroer & Row,
shers, 1967), p. 57.
1 2
'"Seymour A. Marrow, "harwood Buys Weldon," in
rement by Participatio n, ed. by Alfred J. Marrow, David G.
s, and Stanley ^. Seashore (New York: Harper & Row,




mpany rather than to rnerre the tv;o organizations.
After the completed acquisition several problem areas
me to the surface which hat not been exposed in earlier
vestigations . These problems had not been resolved by VVeldon
ternally and had in the end literally overwhelmed the Weldon
ntralized system of management. Chaos had resulted.
The basic fact that had to be faced in the situation
s that Harwood operated under and encouraged a participative
stem: Weldon was structured and operated under a traditional
thority-obedience system likened to Likert's System One
med ealier. Further, in assessing and comparing the two
Iproaches, the management of Harwood could point not only to
b satisfaction among their organization members but also to
of its and productivity: Weldon, on the other hand, was
veloped in high costs, seized by low morale, with the end
1 5suit being an inadequate return on investment.
Seymour J. Harrow, President of Harwood, summed up the
oblem to be resolved as:
In my view at the time, the hardest challenge
would be changing the practices of Weldon'
s
managerial staff. They had to be developed into a
team working together to achieve company goals.
This meant for them a new way of accepting
13Ibid .
, p . 6
.
14 Ibid
. , p. 10.
1 5 Alfred J. Iviarrow, David G-. Bowers, and Stanley ".
ashore, Management by Participation , with a foreword by




responsibility and exercising authority in a changed
managerial framework. 1
"
What is important in this regard is the recognition that
ne basis for the recovery of Weldon did not rest solely in
tructural or technical changes, (although these were certainly
important), but rested in a whole new framework of managerial
ractices. Applying the strategy already suggested in this paper
d this case, it can readily be seen that this would be a
cessity before introducing any new or different strategy for
Dtivating any members of the Weldon organization. A new climate
nd organizational environment was necessary for the ailing
eldon structure to rebound.
A Managerial Strategy for Changing 'A'eldon
Over to a Haywood Type System
As in the development of the framework proposed in this
ork, Harwood in shaping a new strategy for Weldon started at
he level of basic assumptions. It must be remembered that
arwood brought to the situation its own basic assumptions on
he nature of man in the work environment. Within this frame-
1 7
ork analysis of Weldon took place.
A starting point for examination as put forth by Robert
. T^earse was as follows:
While the^e no doubt were some people incapable
1 f>
[•arrow, "Harwood Buys "/eldon," p. 15.
17
Alfred J. Marrow, "Planning the Changes," in
anapement by Participation
,
ed. by Alfred J. Marrow, David G.
owers, and Stanley T. Seashore (Mew York: Harper ft Row,
'ublishers, 1967), p. 111.
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of doing their work or not willing to make the
effort, it was assumed fro^n the start that the fault
lay rather in the system of values, assumptions,
policies, and relationships that had p;rown up over
the years. The view was that the Weldon people were
caught up in an ineffective and rigid "pattern" or
"system" of relationships. The "pattern" was
internally consistent, evolved in response to
past events and conditions, hut ineffective and
increasingly at odds with production goals. 18
The importance of this aspect is critical in that only
.ty strategies can he developed from invalid assumptions.
/ood was not trying to impose an untested system, but one
;h had been proven successful in a similar type operation;
) substantiated and supplemented by a large quantity of
on research.
In order for the Weldon management to apply common
.vational methods as used in Harwood, a common foundation of
.d assumptions was a necessity. Policies to be infused into
Ion were in summary ones such as:
1
.
Pair and open dealings with employees in which
encouragement was given to air problems at any time.
2. "Emphasis was put on helping supervisors to solve
human relation problems through conferences and role
playing methods.
3. Employees were requested to voice their feelings
where possible in the resolution of plant-wide
problems affecti.nr the whole work in p: population.
1 ft
Robert P. Pearse, "Work Relations on the Shop Floor,"
'ianap:e? rent by Participation, ed. by Alfred J. Harrow, David
iowers, and Stanlev F). Seashore ("Jew York: Harper & Row,
ishers, 1967), p. 111.
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4. Working conditions both physical and non-physical
were to be invested in to improve overall plant
*• + 1 9conditions.
Of course, the final assessment of the value of a
agement strategy and philosophy would naturally have to> be
Iged on the output of the VVeldon organization and its measured
'iciency in using its allocated resources. The VVeldon
lavement had doubts concerning this new approach, but Alfred
?row expresses why this was natural when he notes:
Doubts persist among managers in regard to the
increasing number of planned change programs aimed
toward less bureaucratic and more participative
"open system" and adaptive structures. These
doubts may arise from misconceptions based on past
experience. They stem from an assumption that
arbitrary boundaries exist between management
systems, so that any two systems are mutually
exclusive. The fact is, that there are grad-
uations of practice, and it is primarily a matter
of convenience in discussion to divide managerial
approaches into the two opposites; the "author-
itarian," based on centralized control and
direction with strong individual leadership, and
the "participative," based on shared respon-
sibility and group collaboration .20
Weldon's management, as has been pointed out, formerly
s primarily directed in an authoritarian fashion, so it is not
rprising that they fostered doubts on what was, for them,
radical shift in managerial style. Again noted is the
1 9Lester Goch and John R.P. French, Jr., "Overcoming
sistance to Change," in Psychology in Administration: A
search Orientation
, ed. bv Timothy W. Gostello and Sheldon S.
lkind (^n^lewood Oliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963),
229.
20Harrow, "The Harwood Organization," p. 31.
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ount importance in the prerequisite shift in basic
ptions required to grant such freedoms as self-discipline,
risibility and control to the employees. For if Weldon's
ational strategy, adanted from Harwood, was to be
ssful the underlying assumptions on the nature of man had to
•^-aligned, as well as the motivational tools.
Results of the Harwood-Weldon
Corporation Experience
One expectation of the superimnosed strategy of Harwood
ldon was that there would be within limits an increase in
21yee motivation, satisfaction and positive feelings.
was also a feeling that an increase in motivation,
faction and positive feelings mierht, in the long run, be
22)asis for survival of the firm or any firm for that matter.
Generally, in ^eldon, it was found that the organization
?eady to adapt to the new conditions imposed, but the change
>rk behavior was not as pronounced as some would have
cted. 23
Bowers assessed the change as follows:
Global assessments of the Weldon management
21 David G. Bowers and Stanley E. Seashore, "Employee
tudes, Motivations, and Satisfactions," in Management by
icj-pation
, ed. by A.Ifred J. Marrow, David G. Bowers, and
ley E. Seashore (New York: Hamper & Row, Publishers,
), p. 185.
22 Ibid
. , pp. 185-186.
23 Ibid
. , p. 200.
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system, as seen by the participants and confirmed
by the research observers, indicate that a
radical transfornation was accomplished. In all
major areas of managerial activity, V/eldon shifted
from an authoritative (and in some ways an
exploitative) system, to one based unon consultative
values and principles . 24
This case exemplifies what this paper has been
attempting to stress as the most critical element; that the
assumptions a manager lives by can be revealed, if examined
explicitly, as the fatal flaw in the whole managerial
25
motivational process. It is upon these basic assumptions that \
the ultimate judgment of success or failure will eventually rest.
This is not to underestimate the value of sound and
correct subsequent diagnosis of operational needs, for they too
have a transactional interconnection.
A.n excellent summary concerning implications of this
case is provided by Bowers and Seashore:
^he environment of the organization was
substantially altered by the fact of take-over
and the availability of ready capital; the
ownership began early to advocate a "philosophy"
—a set of guiding values and assumptions— that
was distinctly different from that Drevailing in
the past; structural changes in the formal
organization were introduced in ways incompatible
with the old system and compatible with the
"David 0. Bowers, "The New Organizational System,"
in Management by Participation , ed. by Alfred J. Marrow, David
f. Bowers, and Stanley E. Seashore (Mew York: Harper ft Row,
Publishers, 1967), p. "223.
25 David 0-. Bowers and Stanley M. Seashore, "Implications
for Managing Organizational Change," in Management by
participation , ed. by Alfred J. Marrow, David G-. Bowers, and




proposed new philosophy: organizational processes
were introduced that were unworkable under the
old systen and supportive of the new. In these
several ways the Weldon* organization began to take
on a new form (e.g. more supervisors , an additional
level in the hierarchy, additional staff roles,
etc.), a new set of processes for sustaining
organizational life (e.g. consultative procedures
in decision making, proup processes in co-
ordination, enlargement of the information and
activities, etc.), and a new set of beliefs and
values (e.g. that an individual can and should behave
responsibly, that personal and organizational
goals can be compatible, that control may be
widely shared without risk of anarchy etc.). 4s
in the case of the approach to individual change,
Weldon's approach to social systems change
involved multiple strategies, multiple change ^r
targets, and compatability amonp the system elements.
If motivation is to move people in an organizational
setting toward the goals of the organization, one can only
suggest that Harwood could not have been successful without
operating within the same holistic conceptual framework
developed in this paper.
In Retrospect on the Harwood-Weldon
Corporation ^xpe^ience
The experiences and activities just discussed grew out
;>f a rare opportunity for behavioral scientists to conduct an on
^oing evaluation in the activities of two completely different
27
nanagerial strategies. Due to the difficulty in maintaining




,41fred J. narrow, "The Human Organization," in
ianap:ement by Participation, ed. by Alfred J. Marrow, David
Bowers, and Stanley ^. Seashore (New York: Harper & Row,
'ublishe^B, 1967), p.' 251 .
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of observational endeavor, words of caution are never
inappropriate. Nevertheless, the successful transformation of
a floundering organization* by a well planned, deliberate and
well conceived transfusion process is a monumental reminder of
the inherent ability of man to control his own destiny. Many of
the limitations placed on man in the work environment can be,
and were in VVeldon, "removed not only to the betterment o f' the
organization, but to the betterment of the employees as well.
The assumptions underlying the motivational strategy of
Garwood were rooted in the beliefs that work for the typical
adult in our society is more than just a "job" where meeting
time requirements is the ultimate objective; that people at
work want to make decisions, be trusted, and respected; that
physiological needs are no longer the prepotent ones they once
were ; that man has initiative and if let loose at work will
respond in a positive fashion; and that man i_s not a mechan-
ically directed mechanism without feelings and emotions.
Harwood was not attempting in changing Weldon to achieve
an Utopian organization, but rather to lessen the friction and
manage the proverbial conflict between organizational goals and
individual needs.
In concluding this chapter a statement by Alfred J.
Iviarrow is extremely appropriate
:
In the conduct of their activities, organizations





is taking place in every sphere of contemporary life;
industry, community, church, colleges, everywhere
there are hostile human reactions to practices that
coerce and dominate, that demand dependency, or that
operate by bureaucratic rules that create feelings of
humiliation because of forced helplessness. These
long-accepted authoritarian practices are now being
openly challenged. We are witnessing their
disappearance in the practices of many organizations
—
from the P.T.A. to the Pentagon, the local laundry
to the ma.ior steel produced—wherever the aim is to
get the best out of human resources. 29
That Harwood was successful in changing Weldon into a
ore viable organization is a testimonial to the applicability
f a framework which was appropriate , at least, in the situation
n which it was activated.
One can only speculate as to the degree of success or
'ailure Harwood might have experienced had it attempted to
iroceed to revitalize Weldon in a manner different from that
'hich was employed. That is not really the relevant area of
nquiry that is appropriate to examine.
The tools, techniaues, devices, methods and procedures
tilized are not in themsevles that crucial. What is manifestly
ritical is the foundation or framework in which they were
.pplied. For just as a structurally sound house built on quick-
iand can only collaspe over a period of time, an organization
:onstructed on an inadequate foundation can only do likewise,
'he strategies activated in this case to motivate the individuals
.n Weldon toward organizational excellence were built on a sound
'oundation, and that sound foundation, "one more time," arose









"People live in corporations. There is a
significance in this statement that may not be immedi-
ately apparent. People do not turn a switch and shut
themselves off durinp- the time they work, although
some of them try to. They experience. They think.
They feel—excitement, anxiety, pleasure, annoyance,
boredom, lethargy. They face challenges
—
physical,
intellectual, and emotional. They struggle, adapt, o>r
surrender. What they think, how they feel, and how
they act are largely determined by two things—their






As pointed out in the beginning of this paper,
motivation is a complex process. This complexity is an out-
growth of the dynamic variables present in the motivational
situation. Stanley Herman, in the above quotation, concisely
addresses two very important factors: the nature of man and
the environment in which man operates.
Stanlev !'•'. Herman, The People Specialists (New York




Motivating peonle is challenging because the nanarer
ust not only initially activate an individual, but that original
ovenent must be sustained, regulated and directed toward the
ccomplishnent of organizational goals. The transactional
haracter of the process, forever changing, does not lend itself
o simple programmed solutions.
The perceptions of the nature of nan as viewed by most
)resent dav managers span a diverse field from rational—economic
ian, social man, self-actualizing man to the combined concepts
lanifested in complex man. A. manage 10 in constructing his
oundation of basic assumptions can settle on any one area or
combination of areas depending on his own viewpoint of reality.
Just insuring that the assumptions are explicitly examined in the
selection process of arriving at a motivational strategy would
be a good beginning as seen by the majority of writers in the
field.
The needs which are active in members of the organ-
ization can be classified into two broad areas; primary
(physiological) and secondary. A major contribution by Waslow
to the field of motivation was to further classify the needs
into a hierarchical arrangement of five levels. The base level
beinf the physiological neels; safety needs composing level two;
level three consisting of social needs; level four ego needs;
and at the apex of the need hierarchy self-fulfillment needs
would be active.
ft. manager in diagnosing motives such as affiliation,
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achievement, competence, prestige, security or economic can
translate them for meaningful application by comparing the
motives to the corresnondinn- need levels of the hierarchy.
Techniques or tools woul1 then be selected for utilization in
motivating workers as the manager deems them to be appropriate.
The managerial strategy used, of course, could also vary
over a wide scope depending on whether the manager operates in
an authoritative, democratic, consultative, or laissez-faire
fashion. 'phe available literature continually stresses the
fact that the managerial style must be consistent with the
motivational tools to be used, which in turn must be in agreement
with the basic assumptions made by the manager.
It is a difficult if not unfeasible situation to
formulate general managerial motivational strategies valid under
differing conditions. Furthermore, it is an absolute
impossibility to state specific motivational methods applicable
to all the particular circumstances which a manager may find
himself faced by. There are no sacrosanct formulas that have
been derived to fulfill these demanding types of differing
requirements.
There is general agreement in the literature that what
motivates an individual in one instance could have no motivating
effect whatsoever when applied under similar conditions at a
different time. What motivates a certain individual in a
specific situation may have no effect or very little effect on
other individuals in the same situation. In the same
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ironment and under related conditions one Vv'orker may be
ivated "by money, another "by status, another by self-
fillment, another by challenge; and this continues on and on.
surest uninue solutions to specific motivational cases would
ui^e an encyclopedic work of unlimited scope.
How then can a manager be guided as he addresses
>blems of these magnitudes? How does a manager deal with these
;n-ended, multidimensional considerations? A.re they, in fact,
enable to solutions?
Yes, they are. The design and composition of this
5Sis has aimed at answering the question of how a manager can
Lid a motivational strategy, despite the difficulties inherent
that task. The aporoach suggested has its application in the
amework postulated, in which the manager can exercise various
tivational strategies. The manager is limited only by the
ality of his diagnostic skills.
The prooosed framework has its foundation in the basic
sumptions the manager makes on the nature of man. Of special
levance to the manager is the nature of man in the work
vironment. ,?he manager cannot take motivational action
2influenced by assumptions, whether they are adequate or not.
is is the first step in arriving at a motivational strategy;
agnosing the valid managerial assumptions on the nature of man.
The second step set forth in the framework is the





ssessment of motives operational in the organization. In order
) aid in analysis it was suggested that Laslow's hierarchy of
5eds he used as a guide to -examine the active needs present in
ie organiztion. A word of caution is necessary here. To have
ly type of sound analysis at step two in the framework, there
xst be an explicit recognition of individual differences in
mbers of the work force.
Perfection will probably never be attained in the
Lagnosis of the assumptions on the nature of man; motives
tive in individuals in the organization; or the needs which
?e operational. What must be striven for is the most realistic
^termination that can be achieved.
Once the manager has completed steps one and two and
3sted them against reality, he can move on to the last process
jggested in the framework.
At this last stage the manager must select a
itivational strategy which is most closely associated v/ith his
a.sic assumptions on the nature of man in the work environment
nd the needs operational in those individuals who comprise the
Drk force.
The motivational strategy arrived at will be focused on
atisfying the needs uncovered and will be substantiated by the
vidence collected in the earlier diagnosis. It should be
Illy recognized that the manager in building his strategy must
It limit himself to any one motivational method. The manager
ill base his strategy on certain selected methods, but he must
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laintain a flexibility to respond to the individual differences
nentioned previously, as well as to changing circumstances.
ijor changes in conditions may demand a re-examination of
the framework in any, or all facets pertinent to managerial
review.
The case study discussed in Chapter Four of this paper
had as one of its main themes the use of participative
management as a motivational strategy. To suggest that the
technique of participative management is the answer to
motivating all people in all situations is fallacious. '"hat is
of importance is the realization that for Harwood and Weldon it
was an aopropriate strategy; hut only because it was effective
in light of their managerial assumptions on the nature of man
and the requirement to fulfill those needs active in those
two companies. Changing the basic assumptions and the active
needs present in the case would demand a revision of the
motivational strategy utilized. Various tactics are feasible
within differing strategies, but strategies built on
inappropriate assumptions are doomed to failure ultimately. The
various sections of the framework are interdependent. Managers
must recognize that fact.
There is a recognition in society today that an
increasing percentage of the population is acquiring advanced
education. The work force in general is better trained, more
independent, more demanding and less satisfied with conditions
at work (where thev snend a great part of their lifetime) which
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are devoid of challenge and do not utilize the skills or creative
potential of man. ^ach manage ~ ha:; the task of maximizing his
available human resources to the utmost. Just as it does not
make sense to only use part of the effective capability of a
achine, it does not make sense to only use a small part of the
capability of an individual or individuals in the organization.
In arriving at a motivational strategy a roanap;e^ must
insure that he is not basinr his approach on classical
principles of organizations derived from erroneous assumptions
inappropriate to the working force of today.
This thesis has not attempted to propose any new
managerial strategies for motivating individuals in the work
environment. That function must be accomolished by each company,
department, unit or individual manage^ in terms of the unique
concepts within which those entities or individuals operate.
The framework proposed has sought to enable any manager
to choose a managerial strategy for motivation by proceeding
via a systematic analysis in order to arrive at appropriate
action in response to the nature of the people involved and the
environmental circumstances.
The proposed framework is in itself not an end product,
but is only a means to attain an end product which is consistent
with present day models of political, economic, social and
technological understanding.
In summary, then, the following conclusions emerge:
1. 'phe basic assumpxions a manager makes concerning
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individuals in the work environment determines the
motivational strategy utilized (shaped by
operational mo.tives and needs).
2. To make full use of available motivational theory,
a manager must use as his base valid assumptions on
the nature of nan.
3. A manager must comprehend the basic motives of
individuals in the work force or he will be limited
in his attempts to meet workers' needs.
4. Without an understanding of the needs of employees,
the manager's motivational strategy will be a
failure, or be inappropriate to the realities of
the situation.
5. A manager's motivational methodology will be
ultimately based on his understanding of the
framework from which his managerial strategy
emanates
.
In closing an analysis by mcG-regor is salient:
Management is severely hampered today in its
attempts to innovate with respect to the human side
of enterprise by the inadequacy of conventional
organization theory. Based on invalid and limiting
assumptions about human behavior, this theory blinds
us to many possibilities for invention, just as the
physical science theory of a half century afo prevented
even the perception o r the possibility of radar or
space travel.
It is not important that management accept the
assumptions of Theory Y. These are one man's
interpretations of current social science knowledge
and they will be modified—possibly supplanted—by
new knowledge within a short time. It is important
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that nanarenent abandon limiting assumptions like
those of Theory X, so that future inventions with
respect to the human side of enterprise will be more
than minor changes in already obsolescent conceptions
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